Measure, Measure, Measure!

**Standard and Custom Cage Floors:** When finding the size needed for your custom cage floors, measure across the front, center and back for the width. Take the same three measurements for the length. This will make sure your cage floors fit properly.

**Custom Runs Covers and Industrial Cage Floors:** There are no standard sizes, so when measuring be sure to mention posts or any other obstruction that would change the measurements for the flooring.

RACS coated aluminum and steel cage floors are designed to hold the weight of the animals that will fit in the appropriate size cage RAC. If you anticipate caregivers will be on the floors, please mention that when talking to a salesperson. The floors should not be used in runs or resting platforms for oversized animals.

A salesperson is available at Ridglan Animal Care Systems, Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Central time to answer any questions you may have. We are happy to discuss your facility needs and provide a price quote. To expedite the process, please have available the width and depth of the area you wish to cover and mention any obstructions to the area. We will ask you what type of animals will be using the RACS, if people will be using the floors, and how the RACS flooring will be used in your facility.

What we need to know...

- What type of animals will be on the floor?
- What is the approximate weight of the animals?
- Will caregivers be walking on the floors?